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ABSTRACT
Code Smells are quite a good instrument to evaluate code’s quality, even if they provide a general analysis: no one can assure that determined code smells are really responsible for faults. More and more software companies pay attention to produce qualitative software, in order to reduce the number of bugs. But how can they know, which code-refactoring really can decrease the faults’ number? In this work, we aim to find out which code smells are really the cause of bugs and, through a continuous monitoring system, continuously propose companies code refactoring, with the aim of reduce drastically the number of bugs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Continuous improvement is part of several agile practices [1], [2]. Companies keep on improving their process based on different point of view [3]. However, in several cases, developers face the problem of understanding how to improve their code quality [4], [5], [6] so as to reduce corrective maintenance effort [1], [2]. Technical Debt is considered by several practitioners as cause of several faults [7]. However, beside some studies correlated the overall technical debt with faults, as bests, no studies tried to understand which component of the technical debt can be the root cause of software faults.

SonarQube, one of the most common open source tool for software quality analysis proposes an algorithm to calculate the technical debt based on the time needed to refactor code containing coding style violations. Practitioners commonly rely on the Technical Debt definition provided by SonarQube, other customize the syntactical rules removing some of them mainly based on got feeling [8]. SonarQube calculate the Technical Debt based on the effort needed to remove code violations. However, it classifies as “code smells” coding style violations instead of the standard code smells [13]. Other works extended SonarQube considering also the common Code Smells [13],[9] as part of the Technical Debt [10].

In this work we propose a continuous monitoring approach extending [10]. We aim at helping practitioners in understanding which are the code smells or the coding style code violations that commonly generated faults.

The goal of this work is to propose a continuously quality monitoring approach integrated in the DevOps tool-chain to continuously analyze the bug-inducing-commits so as to prove/deny that they contain more code smells than other commits and find out which code smells mostly generate bugs.

Based this goal, we derived the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1: Are Code smells the root cause of faults?
RQ2: Which code smells is the root causes of more faults?

In this work we would like to analyze different open source projects, in order to deny or confirm our research questions. Moreover, since several companies are re-architecting their systems based on microservices [23][7], we plan to analyze project developed with monolithic and microservices architectures.

2 BACKGROUND
Code smells were proposed for the first time by Riel [11] and Brown et al. [12]. Then, Beck and Fowler [13] defined a comprehensive set of 22 code smells as harmful anti-patterns that should be removed. Several studies investigated the harmfulness of code smells. However, at bests, all the studies considered fault proneness or change proneness taking into account the frequency of changes in case of presence of code smells.

Inspecting the source code, code smells are significant indicators of a design flaw or problem that can affect negatively the maintainability process [15] increasing the number of faults. Several study investigated the correlation between one or more code smells and the presence of faults in the source code [16], [17], [18], [19] also identifying which code smells were changed more frequently and contained more defects than other classes [19] or which one indicates increased or reduced faultiness [20].

In this work we consider a “fault” as “an incorrect step, process, or data definition in a computer program” as proposed by the IEEE standard 610.12-1990 [14].

3 THE APPROACH
The approach will consider only the data coming from the DevOps tool chain of a single company. This work will be integrated in the continuous building pipeline, and executed every time the build is scheduled. For each project developed by the company, we
will continuously perform the following four steps as depicted in Figure 1:

**Step 1 Analyze and retrieve the fault related commits**: In this step, we will first analyze the log of each commit, so as to understand which commits were related to bug-fixing, or on other tasks. Then, thanks to the SZZ-algorithm [21] we retrieve for each bug-fixing-commit the corresponding bug-inducing-commit(s) (a bug can be also caused from multiple commits). The SZZ algorithm takes as input a source code management (SCM) in a log form and an issues tracker repository (for instance BugZilla / Jira). The algorithm first of all performs a mapping between fixing commits and issues through a syntactic and semantic analysis of the commits classified as faults. Secondly, analyzing files changed of the bug fixing commit and considering the issue’s open and close date, it determines the bug-inducing-commit(s). Therefore, the output of this phase is a list of bug-fixing-commits and bug-inducing-commits.

**Step 2 Identify code smells and code violations**: The main goal of this phase is to analyze code smells and violations (but also the overall technical depth) of the last commits. This tasks will be performed by means of SonarQube with the support of the Code Smells Plugin 1. The output of this step is a list of code smells and sonarqube-violations grouped by commit.

**Step 3 Data Analysis**: In this last step, we want to analyse and combine the results obtained in the first two steps. We first aim to prove or deny that bug-inducing-commits contain more code smells than other commits. Our approach here is to compare the number of code smells of different code smells in the bug-inducing-commits again those present in the other commits. Secondly, we want to analyze all code smells present in bug-inducing-commits, in order to determine, which code smells are the main responsible for bugs for the analyzed project. This step will be performed with a combination of different statistical techniques, including regressions and machine learning algorithms. The analysis will be carried out at a project level. However, we will consider to perform the analysis at a developer level. Moreover, we will also consider the possibility of analyzing the propagation of smells between teams of developers, following an approach similar to [22].

**Step 4 Report developers on the “harmful” code smells and violations by means of a set of IDE plug-ins**: In this step we aim at reporting the results of the analysis to the developers. This task will be carried out thanks to SonarLint 2, a set of SonarQube plugins for the most common IDEs that allows to provide a custom set of coding rules to developers. The set of rules will be dynamically updated every time a new build trigger this process.

### 4 CURRENT STATUS

In order to validate our approach, we selected a dataset of 23 java projects from the Apache Software Foundation. We already executed SonarQube in all the commits since the beginning of the projects, analyzing more than 1.5 millions of commits.

We already implemented a first version of the SZZ algorithm for extracting data from BugZilla. However, since all the projects in our dataset use Jira as issue tracker we are adapting the SZZ implementation to Jira. Moreover, the actual implementation needs to be improved, in order to be more reliable and precise and its precision and recall needs to be calculated.

Once we will have validated the results, we aim at applying the process in local companies. We do not expect important daily changes in the set of rules, since the updates performed every build will influence only marginally the statistics. In the long run, we could expect to have big changes in rules since after the application of the approach developers will start learning how to not create them and that smell or violation should be reduce its harmfulness.
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